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lummary : Tho pl'l!'$I!fll study was prompted by the controvcfSY about the !,tllec! of heat·induced
dehydrat:on on human pefformance. lind the popu:ar Indian belief that i' is not advisable to !/lke

waler immoo'lltll'ly afleo' prolonged

e~etlion

in the sun.

The points investiGated

..lite! 01 dehy<!ra:ion on $Orne ~.,pe<:IS 01 physical lind menIal pflflOlmance, and

were: (i) the
(i,) vl/jallOn In

the post·dchydratl,otl petfcrmam;e caused by the timing of rClhydratlon.

Ollhyd.allon am<..uming 10 2% of body weight dId not impair mcchiloical efficiency while 3% dllhy·
dlllllon reduced the endurance lime fo' isemallie contraction of O;.rtOOSOlS of the forearm. The
maximum 'sometric tension and mer!!al peffonnance. measured by proof leading and I coolce

rtmttion tim!! experiment, Wefe not affecTed The STudlltS suggltSllKl thllt once dohydration hod
t-l'II'n poduced. rmydrr,tion 01 11$ tin\lng did fI(lT make any difference. AnalySIS of the 1ll'SUlts III
Terms of the sequC'llce in which the e~pe!imen\l WCJfe done suggested th, influence of psychological
hl(tOfS on lhe pPfformance measurcd,
Kay word. :

dallyo'fallon

endUiance

heat

pelformance

INTRODUCTION
The necessity of 'normal' hydration for optimal human performance is controversial.
Thare are reports suggesting the need for adequate hydration while working in heat (1, 9,
12), cs well as Ihose denying the need (8. 13), Be5ides the necessity, the urgency with
which water should be replaced after sweating also requires study. Many tropical dwellers
feel beller able to cope with dehydration If they delay replenishment of water for an hour
or two after activitY In the heat is commenced (8). There is also a popular folk belief in
India that it is undesirable to take water immediately after prolonged exertion in the sun.
It was in view of these controversies that the present series of studies was undertaken.
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The model kept in mind while designing the studies was that of a worker who travels
to his place of work in hot sun on a bicycle and is dehydrated at the end of the journey by
the combined affects of heal and exercise. Then he begins his wotk - physics I or mental.n a shady place. The Questions sought to be answered were; first. how does his dehyd·
fated state affect his performance: second. does it help if he takes water in anticipation
Just befQfe leaving home; and third. after reaching his place of work, should he Immediatelv
Yield to thirst or wait for some time before drinking water.
-

-

MATERIALS AND

METHODS

The study was conducted in two stages.

The study was performed on 5 healthy young male human volunteers. Each
subject underwent seven experimental ses~ions on seven different days (Fig. 1). Oehyd~
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A graphic representation 01 the experimetllBI deSign of Stege 1 01 the study. In the control ll'xpelimem (I,
me subiect did not gel BPpl&l";iBbly dehydratlXl batausa ho spenl lima in tha fllborat:l'Y InsleJd of lhe
hot room. In expllf;m&nlal groups (ll·VII) the subj&Ct was dehydrtl&d by lhe combined stimulus c:f
haat and mild exercise in the IOtm of st&pping up and down a stoot (details in texI). Groups II-VII ddk.,from one anothllf in whether waler loss is repJooished. and if il is. when it is done; whemer mechanical
~Iiciency is measured immediately on Iltaving the hOI rpom or ,fief the subject has had some resl; and
Whelher mechanical efficie-ney is measured immediately aft"r drinking wltler 0' aflef II gllp 01 I hI.
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ration was achieved through sweating induced by the combined stimulus of heat (mean
temperature: 38 e C, dry bulb; 34.5°C, wet bulb) and exercise in the form of three sessions
of stepping up and down a stool 30 em high ill a frequency of 20/min for 10 min. The
dehydration achieved was 2% of body weight. Physical performance was assessed by the
measurement of mechanical efficiency while working on a bicycle ergometer (2). Haematocrit and oral temperature were also measured before and after dehydration. The
subject did not follow a fixed sequence in which the different type of experiments were
performed.
On the basis of the experience gained during Stage 1. a few changes were introduced
in Stage 2. The two most important changes were: (i) the performance was measured
both before and after dehydration; and (ii) physical performance was measured by a different
set of pBrameters. In addition. mental performance was also measured, the details of which
are given later on.

I.a•• 2 :

The study was performed on 14 healthy young male volunteers. At the beginning
of an experiment, the subject's physical and mental performance were tested, his bladder
evacuated, and his body weight and oral temperature were recorded. Thereafter began
his stay in the hot room (Mean temperature: 40.8 e C. dry bulb: 29.6""C, wet bulb) which
lasted as long as was necessary and just sufficient to produce loss of 3% of the body weight
through sweating. This period varied from 2 to 2.5 hr. During his stay in the lot room.
the sweat loss was accelerated by three sessions of stepping up and down a stool 30 em
high ata frequency of 20/min. for 10 min at a time with an interval of 10 min between two
consecutive bouts. After the subject had lost 3% of his body weight. he left the hot room
and his performance was tested al room temperature in the same way as it had been tested
before he entered the hot room. This second testing at room temperature was done immediately after his leaving the hot room, or 15 or 30 min later, depending upon the experimental group (Fig. 2).
Each subject had eight experimental sessions (Fig. 2). during seven of which he was
exposed to heat. The testing of performance was, however, similar in all the eight sessions.
Waler loss was partly replaced by drinking water on five of the seven occasions on which
the subject was dehydrated, elheit <It differer:t timings. The quantity of water taken was
5uch a~ the subject needed to satisfy himself. anti 'WeS G€l":crall'( found to be about half
the volume of the weter lost.
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(I)

Physical performance:

Maximal isometric contraction of he extensors at the elbow. and endurance period
for 80% of the maximal contraction were us.ed as the parameters of physical performance.
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A graphIC raPlll'l81ltalion of the '1r1M,im,n/al dln/gn of SUlge 2 of lhe study. As in Siage- 1. the control
CllCperimenl (I) consiSloO of spending L'1e 1JrTMt In th. labofalory Inste.d of the hOI room. The aHper,mentad
groups It·VII differ Irom one anolher in whelhCfwaler loss is re9len~hS'd. ~md II It is, whll'll it is done: whelhe<
performance is tesl&d Immediately on leaving the hoi room or alter Iha subfM.'t htlS had some rest: and
wIle!hcr tK,IOlm.nce is lasted lmmecllltely afler dnnking water. or alter, gap of 15 min. In Group VIII,
water was taken in antiCipation 01 tha WIt"r loss. The per!Olm.nc,) was tltSlOO t....lca on each day: once
befOf8 toler;ng !he hoI room (A). and once- after leaVIng Ihe- hOI roo,n (8).

The strength and duration of the muscular contraction were recorded by an improvised
technique (Fig. 3). The subject sat comfortably in a predetermined posture with his
pronated left forearm resting on .II flat surface ar.d the palm placed over a parlially inflated
rubber bag obtained from a sphygmomanometer cuff. THe bag was connected to a mercury
manometer. The subject was told to press the rubber bag with his palm using exclusively
the muscles acting on the elbow JOint. and to resist the temptation to use the movement at
the wnst on shoulder JOints.
When the subject pres!:ed the bag. the level of mercury In
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the manometer rose. The degree of rise provided an index of the isometric tension exerted.
A permanent record of the force apnlied and its duration was obtained by having a floilting
pen in the manometer which wrote on a moving kymograph. The principle of the technique.
and an improved version of it. have been described in detail (3).
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Fig. 3

A diagrammatic representation 01 the sat-up for testing of physical performance
(delails In leKI). MAXI' the first maKimaJ contractiOfl: MAX1• Ihe second maximal
contraclion: TllAX 80%. llI'Idurance time for 80% 01 Ihe maximal contraclion.

At the start of the tesT, the subject made two maximal contractions with 1 min of
rest separating the trials.
Following the maximal strength trials and a 5 mjn rest period.
endurance was measured by making the subject maintain the pressure at 80% of his maximal
for as long as he could. 80% of the maximal tension was chosen for measurement of
endurance because it has been reported that endurance periods are nearly equal for different
individuals at 80% maximal contraction (4). During the measurement of endurance. the
subject was instructed on the importance of not recruiting additional muscles. and of main·
taining steady tension. In practice. the maximum variation in maintained tension was
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kept to ±2% of the target value (10). Further. the subject was
to mlintain the tensi on to the point of unbearable fatigue.
(ii)

continuouslvexhorted

Mental performnace :

Mental performance was assessed bv two tests:
(a) Proof reading (est: The subject was presented with a list of 50 paired numbers
on a single sheet of paper. Sixteen tests with different bur equally difficult figures were
prepared so that the subject could be given a different test al every sitting. He was Instructed
to put a tick between two numbers where the members of the pair were exactly the same.
He was exhorted to do the job as fast as he could. bUI not at the cost of accuracy. After
he had done the test for 1.5 min. he was laId to stop and to draw a line under the last
pair he had looked at. The number of pairs he could scrutinize in 1.5 min Indicated the
level of performance.
Four pairs of numbers are given below as an example of the type of leSt given :_

9763
301
514923
7154

976 3
307
541923
7 1 54

(b) Choice reaction time test: A pack of playing cards were used to devise a choice
reaction time test with four alternatives. The test is based on Hick's hypothesis (7) that
information is gained at a constant rate. Thus at a given level of mental efficiency. a given
individual wilt take a constant duration of time to extract information from a stimulus. If
the person has to react to the information in a particular way the reaction time should also
be constant. The cumulative reaction time for a series of such stimuli would also be
con!>tant. A shuffled pack of playing card::; may be treated as a set of 52 stimuli. each
having a probability of 0.25 of being one of the four alternatives: diamonds. hearts. clubs
or spades.
Therefore. jf the person is asked to distribute the cards into the four specified
groups, the time needed for extracting information about the identity of the card and reacting
to it by assigning it to a particular heap will also be constant for a given individual at a given
level of mental efficiency, and ils duration will reflect the l':lvel of mental performt'lnce.
The test was performed by asking the subject to distribute a well-shuffled pack of
playing carde mto lhe four groups mentioned above as fast as he could. The time taken
(tl ) was noted with a stop watch. Then the subject was asked to distribute the pack into
four equal groups as fast as he could without caring which card was which. The time
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NumbN 4

taken (tt) was again noted. t) represents the time taken by the mental processes for
identiflc.:!tion and choice making as welt as the motor process for distributing the cards. while
h represents the time taken by the motor process for distributing the cards
Therefore.
the difference (t) - h~ represents the time taken by the mental processes alo:1e. Any
significant changes in this duration in a given individual would reflect changes in his mental
activity.
Care was taken that the pack was well-shuffled so that the sequence had no obvious
and striking regularities, i.e. at any stage during the test run, the next card would be treated,
a!l far as the recognition process was concerned as if It had an equal chance of being any
one of the four possibilitles.
ElfKt of p,actlca ,

Practice ca., improve any type of performance. Therefore. before a subject started
with the experiments, one day was spent to familiarise him with the parameters of performance. On this day. he was made to repeat each test till he had learnt to maintain a desired
steady tans ion in his limb muscles, and he had attained his best mental performance as
judged from three best and constant readings in consecutive tests.
Analyeie of ,.euIU ,

The performance of each individual was available before as well as after a particular
experimental procedure. The difference between these two values was found for each
subject. Student"s 'f test was applied to see how significantly different the mean of these
differences was from zero. Thus each subject served as hiS own control.
Whether the change in performance in one experimental group was significantly
different from that in another group was judged from an inter-group comparison done by
analysis of variance.

RESULTS
Stag. ,

Dehydration amounting to loss of 2% of body weight was found to be associated
""Ith an average rrse of 1<C in the oral temperature and 2.6% rise in the haenUJtocrit. The
rise in oral temperature and haem"tocrit remained virtually identical during the seven sessions,
end thus indicated absence of acclimatization during the course of the study. These
measurements were. therefore, dropped in the second stage o! the study.
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The mechanical efficiency under different experimental conditions has been shown
in Table I. Analysis of variance revealed no significant difference among the experimental
groups.
TA8lE I

Pet'cent~e

mochanical efficiency (Stage 1).

S.f.

Mean mechanical efficiency

Group

i%)

--------- - - - -2.84- -

I

21.69
24.41
19.16

II
III
IV
V
VI

4.35
1.94
4.53
2.42
2.51
2.74

25.93
16.74

23.38
32.39

Ifll

-----------------------SUlge 2 :

The performance of different subjects before (A) and after (8) the experimental
procedure has been pooled groupwise in Fig. 4. It is seen that dehydration produces no
change in mental performance ('11 • h' and 'lines'); however, there is an appreciable
change in the endurance time, the difference being statistically signjficant (P<O.05) in
groups Ill. IV, V and VIII (Fig. 4).
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Graphic representation of changes in performance in the various experimental groups. The values plotled
represent means and standard errors. Parfotmanco 'A' and'S' have the same connotation as in Fig, 2
MAX, maximum isometric tension; LINES, number of lines read in the proof reading test; tl-IZ' choice
reaction lime: 0, statistically significant (P<O,05).
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In order to find out if any significant difference in the degree of change in the
endurance time in various groups existed. it had to be decided whether analysis of variance
would suffice. or whether analysis of covariance was required. On examination. it was
found that there was no cotrelation between the duration of the endurance time and the
magnitude of the change in endurance time after dehydration. Therefore, it was decided
to do an analysis of variance. which revealed no significant difference among the vari(lu$
groups.
The results were also analy::>ed in terms of the sequence in which the different
experiments were performed (Fig. 5). It was found that the control performance (A)
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Fig. 5:

Endurance lime befOie (A) and afler (B) dehydration arranged aCCOf'dlng to lhe sequential order of the
experimental session. While cak:vlating the \lalues for perlormaoce 'S', Group I experiments were excluded
because no dehydration was produced ill those experiments. I n the 5th session. three subjects oul of
fourleeo had extremely long enduranCCt periods CA' : 157. 160 and 188 sec; '8' : 132, 146 and 98
sec respectively) due to some unltxptllined reasons. In order fO a'IOid a misleading distortion of results,
these values have been llXcluded while plotting lhe results. NOle the relalive constancy of performance
'B' and a steady dec Uno in performance 'A' resulting in e progressive narrowing of the gap between the two.

deteriorated as the study progressed. Thus a subject was at his best on the filst one or
two turns, and his performance showed a gradual decline till it had levelled off by about
the 5th turn. On the other hand, the performance after dehydration (8). though low as
compared to the control (A). remained steady in all the sessions. In cases where dehydration was not produced (Group I), the performances A and B were essentially of the same
order.
DISCUSSION
Human performance is a complicated phenomenon determined by diverse environmental. human and task factors (6). The task factors are relatively easy to standardize,
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but to control the host of environmental and human factors presents a formidable problem.
This makes jt difficult to draw definite conclusions from experiments on human performance.
However. the present studies suggest that dehydration to the tune of 2% of body weight
does not impair mechanical efficiency.
When the degree of dehydration is increased to 3%. maximum isometric tension
and some aspects of mental performance are still not impaired, but the endurance time for
isometric contraction of extensors of the arm is reduced. A sliNey of some of the earlier
studie::; shows that 5.2% dehydration reduced maximum work time (12); 4.3% dehydration
reduced maximum time of grade walking (5), while sweat rate and some parameters of
physical and mental performance were not affected even by 5.6% dehydration (13). Thu~
it appears that whether or not performance is impaired depends on the parameter of perfor~
manee investigated rather than the degree of dehydration.
There is a popular belief in India that it is undesirable to take water immediately
after prolonged exertion in the sun. The present ~audies do not support this belief. It
does not seem to matter whether water is replaced or not; and if it is, when it is replaced.
However, this conclusion cannot be considered valid in all circumstances particularly in
view of the extremely short duration (about 5 min) required to test the performance in
these studies.
When we look at the analysis of the result... in terms of the sequential order in which
a given experiment was performed (Fig. 5). a striking pattern emerges. Since the sequence
in which the eight type of experiments were performed was not the same for every subject.
'sessions' and 'groups' do not correspond. For example. during theirfirst session. 5 subjects
did a Group II experiment. 4 did a Group III experiment, 3 did a Group VIII experiment.
while 2 did a Group IV experiment. We find that irrespective of the group. the control
performance (A) declines progressively from the first session onwards. While looking fOI
an explanation for the declining trend, it was found that the results are complicated by a
gradual increase in the ambient temperature during the course of the study due to change
in weather conditions (Fig. 6). A rise from about 30°C to 34°C (dry bulb) is not very
large. but it has been shown that arousal is lowered and the will to work decreased by
moderate heat stress (11:,15). Typewriting pefformance has been shown to be better
at 2Qc C air temperature than at 24°C. all othet factors being equal (15). Thus it appears
that the gradual ir.crease in the intenoiity of the summer during the course of the study
affected the motivation of the subjects adversely. Besides, it might be considered reason~
able that the eagerness to do one's best would al!>o be most in the first session and decrease
SUbsequently. The performance after dehydration (B), however, remains virtually constant
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in spite of these factors, indicating that it is independent of minor psychophysical factors.
r.nd is governed mainly by the altered physiological status,
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The average endurance time before dehydration (COfresponding to 'A' in Fig. 2)
during the first eight sessions plolled against the mean ambient tempOfatuf&
(dry bulb) on the days on which the sessions wer~ held.
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